
$LUV Supply Breakdown

Operation

$ L U V  i s  c r y p t o  m a d e  e a s y ,  f a s t ,  a n d  s e c u r e .

The purpose of the Operation pool is to ensure a continuous circulation of $LUV into the ecosystem.

The purpose of the Rewards pool is to honor core contributors into the DeFi District ecosystem. 

Rewards

APY % Reassessments

Multipliers

Breakdown by NFT

Private Sale 1,000,000 $LUV

On June 24, we offered 1,000,000 $LUV to private investors in the form of 10,000 high-quality NFTs redeemable for 100 $LUV each. The 
private sale is completed and the NFTs were repurposed as a 50% discount to redeem Cured Labs NFTs.

Every 6 months, we will reassess and decrease the APY percentage of $LUV acquired via Yield Farming. In the future, the rates will 
eventually reach 0%.


We take this approach to control emissions and reward early investors of our project.

District DAO NFTs

These NFTs will be used as x1 multipliers for staking of $LUV. 
There are 5 different farms available for staking $LUV. There are 
farms with 2x, 3x or 4x Multipliers. Dual-Staking with a District 
DAO NFTs will count as a 1x multiplier. For example, if a user 
holds a District DAO NFT, they will have a 1x Multiplier (District 
DAO NFT x1) and earn additional $LUV per day.

Cozy Corners NFTs

These NFTs will be used as x3 Multipliers for staking of $LUV. 
There are farms with 2x, 3x, or 4x Multipliers. Dual-Staking with a 
Cozy Token NFT will count as a 3x Multiplier. For example, if a 
user holds a District DAO NFT (plus Cured token) and a Cozy 
Corner NFT (plus cozy token), they will have a 4x Multiplier ( 
District Dao NFT x1 + Cozy Corner x3) and will earn the maximum 
amount of $LUV per day.


Cured Multiplier Token

Cozy Multiplier Token

In order to activate the $LUV multiplier for yield farming, Cured 
Token holders will need to stake a Cured Token Multiplier along 
with their $LUV. We have previously airdropped the Cured 
Multiplier Token to holders of District DAO NFTs on September 
2022.

In order to activate the $LUV multiplier for yield farming, Cozy 
Corner holders will need to stake a Cozy Token Multiplier along 
with their $LUV. We have previously airdrop the Cozy Multiplier 
Token to holders of Cozy Corner NFTs on September 2022.
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Purchase link

Objective $LUV

Operation 20,000,000

Expansion 22,000,000

Rewards 10,501,600

Foundation 47,498,400

Foundation

Rewards

Expansion

Operation
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Yield Farming 19,000,000 $LUV

Holders of $LUV can stake their investment into our yield farming protocol, which will yield a daily amount of $LUV.
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Expansion
The purpose of the Expansion pool is to further use cases and global adoption of $LUV.

Grants 19,000,000 $LUV

In an effort to support developers furthering $LUV use cases, we have allocated a percentage of $LUV for grants. The tokens in this pool 
will be awarded to selected individuals or teams. In order to receive these funds, a team would need to apply and be approved by the 
Foundation. The funds would be provided in a multi-signature wallet with a 12 month cliff. Further details will be provided based on the 
arrangement by project.
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What happens to recaptured $LUV?

The $LUV allocated to these groups will be locked for 6 months after the initial release of $LUV then vested over variable periods 
depending on the NFT.

$LUV emissions for District Labs will perpetually cut in half once the $LUV rewards pool has been perpetually diluted in half. This will 
continue until the $LUV rewards pool has hit 0.

The $LUV DeFi District recaptures will be used to top up the SaaS rewards pool, support $LUV initiatives through grants, and allocate a 
portion to the private investors pool.

Cursed Labs Holders

District DAO NFTs

Cozy Corners

Cured Labs Holders

At the end of every month, Cursed Labs holders will be eligible 
to claim a fixed amount of $LUV. 

We've allocated 1,000,000 $LUV to the CursedDAO. These tokens 
will be released monthly over 72 months. The total supply of 
NFTs is 500. Over the lifetime of the NFT's existence, they will 
receive 2,000 $LUV.

We've allocated 1,000,000 $LUV to the CozyDAO. These tokens 
will be released monthly over 36 months. The total supply of 
NFTs is 50. Over the lifetime of the NFT's existence, they will 
receive 20,000 $LUV.

At the end of every month, Cured Labs holders will be eligible to 
claim a fixed amount of $LUV.

Cost to Upgrade: 1,000 $LUV
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SaaS Rewards

A % of rewards are designated towards lab and sorcery holders who actively use DeFi Districts software products such as $LUV Market, 
Chatterr, Realis and/or LinkD.

What happens to labs and sorcery after $LUV rewards end?

Once rewards end from the rewards pool, District Lab and Sorcery holders will be the only ones allowed to continue to yield farm their 
$LUV in our staking protocol.

Cursed Labs Holders

Cursed Tokens

Cozy Corners

Cured Labs Holders

The purpose of the Rewards pool is to honor core contributors into the DeFi District ecoystem.

Foundation

DeFi District 35,000,000 $LUV

Private Investors 12,498,400 $LUV

Defi District is the parent organization that oversees the operations of $LUV. Defi District will act as an operational medium, which 
maintains majority ownership of $LUV and ensures the stability of the ecosystem via governance. The foundation consists of 7 council 
members.

12.50% of $LUV is reserved for future plans of private investments to accredited investment companies, where the funds will be used to 
further adoption of $LUV.

$LUV Supply Breakdown $LUV

Based on Emissions

Sorcery Inc

Staking Yield End Date

3,000,000 $LUV

Sorcery Inc is a partner project that utilizes $LUV. The project was created on October 2022 to further the utility and presence of $LUV in 
the Solana ecosystem.

The staking yield of Sorcery Inc NFT’s will end on November 2023.

Tokenomics is designed to incentive an action. Staking incentives holders to passively maintain ownership of an NFT.

When staking ends, our company’s business model will have already changed and we will want to incentive another action. Another 
form of emission (with holder benefits) will replace staking at that time. For example, holders will be able to yield $LUV from purchases 
in the LUV Market and have access to holder-exclusive items.


Further details will be released at that time.

Why is there an end date to staking?

What happens when staking ends?

Sorcery
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